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OTTÓ VÖRÖS: The fiRST anD mOST COmpLeTe mOnOgRaph SO faR On ŐRSÉg
WaS WRiTTen 200 YeaRS agO

G

yörgy nemes-népi Zakál: The work in handwriting entitled “eőrséghnek leírása” (Description of Őrség) is an emblematic monograph of a special
region in the southern part of Vas County. a conference was organized in the autumn of 2018 on the
200th anniversary of its creation. The present edition of Vasi Szemle is based on the lectures presented
there. The work that for a long time remained in handwritten form, was first published in our journal
in 1970, and then published in 1985 by Ottó Vörös in his editorial and introductory study. he also
attended the conference and summarized his findings about the history and values of the monograph.
CSaba SZineTáR: ŐRSÉg, a pReSeRVing anD Changing aRea
(The wildlife of Őrség in the work published 200 years ago by györgy nemes-népi Zakál)

This essay overviews those parts of the 200-year-old description that deal with the living natural
environment. The knowledge of györgy nemes-népi Zakál was the most abundant concerning wood,
fungi and bird species. in those groups of animals where the author mentions only one or a few, he
describes with good sense the characteristic species of the area. in the second half of the 20th century,
the transformation from the former extensive farming and the associated transformations in landscape
structure became the main causes of changes in nature. in Őrség, the change, disappearance or
appearance of some species is not due to local changes.
feRenC VÖRÖS: famiLY nameS in The eaRLY 18Th CenTuRY in The ŐRSÉg
ViLLageS
The first part of the essay takes stock of the publications and studies published on the personal
names of Őrség. The second large part is based on the Vas County part of the “conscriptio regnicolaris”
from 1720 and presents the variations in pronunciation and written form of family names in eighteen
Őrség settlements as well as aspects of the origin layer formation according to the linguistic origins.
The author also looks at the document from 1280 attributed to Ladislaus the Cuman iV, an alleged
forgery, which was also mentioned in the famous work by györgy nemes-népi Zakál. finally, based
on the linguistic geography of ancient family names created from patronymic surnames and the
nicknames developed from them, he provides contributions to the theory that such names in Őrség
are more common than the national average.
CSaba nÉmeTh: “huRRY SLOWLY, YOu’LL geT faRTheR”
(One and half decades of the Őrség national park)

The Őrség national park is dedicated to keeping the hungarian cattle in order to maintain the
most endangered grasslands. it rescued from the extinction the muraközi horse, breeds and propagates
old fruit varieties, carries out forest management for nature conservation, preserves peat moss
marshlands, has evaluated and presents the architectural values of the area, and organizes eco-tourism
events by supporting families to host tourists.
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áRpáD bebeS: ReLaTiOnShip beTWeen ObJeCT anD iDenTiTY
(history of the collection of a farmer from Őrség)

The personal and social relationships linked to objects can influence or even transform a person’s
identity, especially at individual and microsocial levels. Related memories and attachments are
constantly changing the value and role of objects - similar to a language system. examining the legacy
of a patriotic farmer and the history of objects, the author sought answer to the question of what
changes happen in the course of a few generations in the set of tools of a family and how the associated
identity is changing.
pÉTeR TÓTh: The hungaRian DiaLeCT ReSeaRCh in The Time Of gYÖRgY
nemeS-nÉpi ZaKáL

at the end of the 18th century and the beginning of the 19th century, the interest in folk culture
and dialects was increasing all over europe. in addition to the stimulating effect of foreign examples,
there was another reason for interest in dialects in hungary: writers and linguists saw them as sources
for expansion of literary vocabulary. The author presents the first major publications on hungarian
regional dialects and the contemporary classifications, and then deals with the role of regional words
in the neologist movement. he discusses the contemporary observations, beliefs and first detailed
descriptions of dialects, including the manuscript of nemes-népi Zakál.
RenáTa haJba: STabiLiTY anD Change in The SpOKen Language Of ŐRSÉg

The study examines the current occurrence of two phenomena in Őrség that are already included
in the work written by györgy nemes-népi Zakál. it seeks answer to the question to what extent the
state of language has changed since the first description of Őrség’s dialect. One of the phenomena in
the Őrség dialect group is the use of a typical closed “u” and “ü”, and the other is the widespread use
of “/” in Western Transdanubia.
JánOS puSZTaY: a Language famiLY: iTS RiSe anD...

The number of spoken languages is estimated at 6–7 thousand. This is decreasing by a few
percent year on year. Various predictions have come to light about their future. according to the
optimistic assumption by the end of the century, 50% on the languages will disappear. The most
pessimistic forecast states that only those 40–50 languages will remain which microsoft’s software
and nokia phone menus are translated to.
The study by the linguist professor illustrates through the examples of finno-ugric and Samoyed
languages belonging to the uralic language family, what is to be expected in the coming decades. his
accurate and detailed reasoning is closed by a so-called “pessimistic happy end”: work has to be done
even in hopeless-looking situations, because whoever wins time wins life.
ZOLTán hORVáTh: peOpLe’S aCaDemieS in VaS COunTY

people’s academies operating in Vas County were an integral part of the nationwide movement.
Training the county’s young farmers was largely supported up to the communist takeover, and after
the change of the regime they played a significant role focusing on local communities and homeland
education. Though their role has dropped recently, the history of the people academies has shown that
they have always been able to regenerate.
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CSiLLa pup: “mODeRniZaTiOn” On a DeTOuR
(What could have been the background of the series of fires in Ölbő in the 1930s?)

in his study, the author describes the surprisingly rapid and complete change of the traditional
houses and outbuildings of Ölbő in the 1930s. first of all, he relied on the documents on the famous
fires in Ölbő. These revealed the factors influencing the events: the prevalence of the flammable
traditional roofs, the unusually favorable home insurance conditions, and lastly, the cumbersome,
primitive investigative methods of the gendarmerie.
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